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Abstract 
A new method of obtaining the dimensions of the polynomial splines of degree k and smoothness r - 1 (r/> 1, and 
k 1> r - 1 + ~a) on generalized quasi-cross-cut partitions is presented, where ~ is a number depending on the structure 
of the partition. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let f2 C ~2 be a simply connected, bounded domain with the interior f2 °. Let A ={f2i; 1 ~< i ~< 09} 
be a rectilinear partition of f2, i.e., for each i, af2/ is homeomorphic to a circle and 012/M t2 ° is a 
piecewise linear curve, where co is the number of small regions into which t2 is partitioned. The 
segments on 0t2; M f2 ° are called the edges of A and the end points of the edges are called the 
vertices of A. We define a linear i-B6zout function space ~ to be a linear space composed of those 
functions f which satisfy that for an irreducible polynomial p of degree i there exists an f '  E ~- 
such that f = f'p if f vanishes on the curve of p = 0. Usually, oj  is taken as a polynomial space, 
a rational function space or an analytic function space, and so on. The spline space, concerning a 
linear 1-B~zout function space ~-, of smoothness r on A is defined by 
S'(A) = {f  E C~(12): f I a, e ~-, Vg2; ~ A}. 
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In particular, sr(d)  is denoted by S;,(A) if ~ is the polynomial space of total degree k. In recent 
years there has been considerable work on determining the dimension of S~(A). For more details on 
this topic, see [1, 3-7, 9, 11-14] and the references therein. For a A, let vi =(x i ,  Yi), 1 <~ i <~ 0 be its 
vertices and the first 00( < O) vertices of them are the inner vertices. For i --- 1,..., 00, we denote by 
e i = the number of edges emanating from vg, 
g; = the number of edges emanating from vg with different slopes, 
N, = the number of cross-cuts, i.e., line segments with both end-points 
on 0f2, crossing vi, 
F/g = the number of the rays which are the line segments joining an 
inner vertex to Of 2, crossing vg, 
~, =N,. +E, 
Ii = {j: vj is adjacent to v;, 1 ~<j ~< 0}, 
Ii, l ={ jC I i :  Vj is on a cross-cut or a ray}, 
Ii,2 = Ii \Ig, l , 
e i ---the number of the index pairs ( j , j ' ) ,  j , j '  EIi,2 where vj, vi and vj, are collinear, 
l, 4 =x j  - X jv / (X j  - xi) 2 At- (y j  - yg)2(y _ y,)  _ yj  _ y jv / (x j  _ x;)2 + (yj _ y;)2(x _ &), 
E = the set of the local edges (see Definition 2), 
eg O = the edge with vi and vj as end-points, 
N = the number of the cross-cuts of A, 
q(s) = ½(s + 2)(s + 1)+ where (x)+ =max{0,x}. 
Definition 1. A is called a cross-cut partition if A has only cross-cuts [3]; A is called a quasi-cross- 
cut partition if A has only cross-cuts and rays [9], and A is called a generalized quasi-cross-cut 
partition if ¢i ~ 2 for all i = 1 . . . . .  00 [6]. 
Definition 2. An edge of A is said to be global if it is either on a cross-cut or a ray of A, otherwise 
it is local. A vertex is said to be global if all edges emanating from it are global, otherwise it is 
local. 
In this paper, we will use the so-called decomposition method presented in [15] to study splines 
on the generalized quasi-cross-cut partitions. In order to study multivariate splines in Sr - l (A ) ,  it is 
sufficient o study the following conformality conditions [8]: 
qgo lri, j = 0,  1 ~< i ~< 00, (1) 
jEI; 
where qi, j = (-1)r+lqj, i are  called the smoothness cofactors. The following result was proved in [15]. 
Lemma 3. Let  ~ be a linear 1 -B&out  funct ion space. Then (1) & equivalent to 
cm Z O~[fmfli,mjqi, J = -- Pi, m+,(Y -- Yi)  + Pi, m(X -- xi), 0 ~ m <~ r, 1 <. i <. 0o, 
j ch 
(2) 
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where Pi, m (1 <<.m <~r) are some funct ions in ~ with 
Yi -- Yj 
Pi, o : Pi, r+l ~ 0"~ O~i, j = V(Xj __ Xi)2 "-~ (YJ __ yi)  2 
and 
m! .!(m-.)~ if m1>n>~O, 
xj--xi • and C~= 0 otherwise fli,j = v/(x j _ xi)2 + (yj  _ yi)  2 , 
(2) is called the decomposition of( l ) .  
Proof. By (1) and 
Zqi , j l i~ j=Zq i , j (~ i , j (x - -x i )+f l i , j (Y - -Y i ) f  
jC~ jell 
r 
= ~ qi, J ~ C?~i~;mfli,j( X - -  xi ) r -m(y -- yi)  m 
jEli m=0 
: ~ C? Z qi'jo~i~;mfli,mj (X - x i)r -m(Y -- yi)m' 
m=0 jEI; 
we know that ~j~li qi, j(x'Yi)O~irj--0. Thus there exists a Pi,~ E ~ such that 
Z qi'jO~i~J = -- Pi, 1 (Y - Yi), 
jEli 
--Pi, l(X -- Xi) r AI- ~ C 7 E qi'jO~i~;mfli,mj (X -- xi)r-m(Y -- yi)m-I =0. 
m=l  jEli 
Repeating the above decomposion process, we obtain Pi,2, Pi,3 . . . .  , Pi, r satisfying 
cm Z qi,J~i~;mfl~,'~ = p~,m(X -- Xi) -- P~,,,+L(Y -- Yg), 0 <~ m <<, r, 
where Pi, o=P i ,  r+l=--O. [] 
Remark 4. (1) and (2) show that splines are instrinsically the kemel of a transformation. By using 
the decomposition method, one can study this problem by analyzing matrices with number entries 
instead of having to deal with matrices with polynomial entries as in [2]. 
2. Main result 
In this section, we will prove the following main result. 
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Theorem 5. Let A be the generalized quasi-cross-cut partition o f  a simply connected, bounded 
domain f2 c R 2. Denote by (De ~- - [ ( r -  1) / (~ i -  1)], where [x] is the largest integer that is not 
greater than x, and 
0, i f  all edges o f  A are global, 
~ = max((Di + (D/) otherwise, 
ei, jEE 
where ei,/ is the edge with vertices vi and v~ as its end-points. Then, i f  k >>. r - 1 + ~,  it holds 
dim S~ -l (A) = q(k) + Nq(k - r) + ~ (q(k - r) - q((Di - 1 ) - rl((D/ - 1 )) 
ei, jcE 
+ ~_, ( s -~ i - s - r )+ +e~r l ( (D , -1 )+ ~ ( s¢ i - s - r )  , 
i=1 s=l s=cpi+l 
where g~ and ei are defined in Section 1. 
Theorem 5, in another form, was mentioned in [6] with a proof for the case k/> r -  3 +2 [r/(~ - 1 )1 
only, where ~=min l~00 ~i and Ix 1 is the smallest integer not less than x. Now let us focus our 
attention on the spaces S~-I(A) rather than the general spaces r - l (A) .  In this case, q~,y'S and pi, rn'S 
are polynomials of degree ~< k -  r and ~< k -  r -  1, respectively. Reorder ~i's global edges with 
different slopes in the clockwise order eg, i , , . . . ,  ei, i~ i and notice that lg , /=-  li, j, if ei, j and C,/ are 
collinear, we first have 
Z qi,/l[y = ~ qi,/lri,: + ~ qi,/l~/= y~ Cli,j'[~j + ~ qi, jlri,j, 
jEli jCli, 1 jEli,2 j=l jell,2 
where li, j = 7i, ij and 
1 ~ " E I~l such that ei ij and ei are collinear, Oi,j = qi, i/ ÷ ( - - )  qi, i;, if 3 t j, , , , 
k qi, ij otherwise, i/ (3) 
So (1) is equivalent to 
cm Z O~i~-jmfli,mJqi, J ÷ Pi, m+l(Y-- Y i ) - -  Pi, m(X-- X i )=- - f r  m Z ~i~mfli,Sqi'J ' 
j=l jell.2 
O<m<.r ,  l <.i<~Oo, (4) 
similar to (2), where Pi, m are polynomials of degree k - r - 1 and Pi, o = P~,~+l -- O. For brevity, we 
now write ~,/ and fli, j for c¢~,ij and fl;,~, respectively, From (3), the following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 6. For a rectilinear partition A and the spline space S~-I(A), we denote Sl and $2 as the 
solution spaces o f  (1) and (4), respectively. Then 
dim Sl = dim $2 + Nq(k - r), 
holds where N and q(.) are defined in Section 1. 
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From Lemma 5 and the following equality: 
dimS~ -~ = dimS~ + r/(k), 
to prove Theorem 5, one only needs to derive dimS2. By equating the coefficients of the Taylor 
expansions at v/ of both sides of (4), we obtain 
crm E O~i~-fmfli,mj'~i'J "a'b + bYi, m+l,a,b-I -- aYi, m,a-l, b = -- Crm E O~i~;mfli,mj x i ' j 'a 'b '  
j= l  jC_li,2 
O<~m<~r, a,b>.O, a+b=s<.k - r ,  l <~i<<.Oo, (5) 
where Xij, a,b = (C~"/&a)(Ob/c~yb)Oij(Xi, Y~), Xij,.,b = (C~"/OX~)(c~b/c~yb)qi,S(Xi, y~),and Yi, m,~,b = (O~/~X ~) 
(ob/Oyb)pi,,.(Xi, Yi) (Y~,O,a,b = Y;,r+l,~,b = 0 since P~,0 = Pi,~+l = 0). Thus, to prove Theorem 5, one only 
needs to obtain the dimension of the solution space of (5). To this end, we denote the tmivariate 
polynomials of degree s >>- tl +tz+ i which by hm, n,s,t.t2(x), respectively, satisfy the following Herimite 
interpolation conditions: 
h(O) lO~ -- 6.,o, O,n,s, tl,t2 ~, ] - -  
(o) 1 ho,.,s,t,,t~( ) = O, 
h ~°) ¢ I/2) = O, O, tt,S, tl,t2 k 
= o,  
(o) 
hL,,,s,t,,t~ (1) = O, 
h]°~.~.t,,t~(1/2)=6.,o, 
(o) 0 h2,n.s, tl,t2( ) = 0, 
h ~°) t l )=6, ,o ,  2,n,S, lht2 ~ 
(o) 1 - /2)-0, 
where 6~,j is the Kronecker delta and f(t) is the tth derivative of f f i  and/or t2 can be negative 
integers and it is obvious in these cases where in the corresponding Hermite interpolation conditions 
disappear. This explanation is also suitable for the case of s - (tl + 1 )+ - (t2 + 1)+ < 0. Thus, the 
polynomial q~3, relating to the edge e/j E E, of degree k - r ~> q)i ~- q)j - -  1 has the following unique 
Hermite interpolation expression: 
k-~ 1 2 ¢,. ~s+. 
q~,J= Z ~. E E c3~,  q',j(vi + m(vj - v,)/2)hm,,,,,~_~_,,,p,_l_s,,pj_,_,(.~)y, (6) 
s=O " m=O n=O 
where 
= ((xj - x i)(x - x,) + (y~ - y , ) (y  - y,))/((x~ - x,) ~ + (y~ - y,)~), 
p = ( - (y j  - y , ) (x  - x,) + (xj - x , ) (y  - y,)) / ((xj  - x,) ~ + (y~ - y,)2), 
O~O~t l ,  
O~<O~<t2, 
0 ~< O~<s-- (tl + 1)+ -- (t2 + 1)+, 
O <~ O <~ fi, 
O<~O<<.t2, 
0<~ 0 <.s -  (fi + 1)+ - (t2 + 1)+, 
O <~ O <<. t~, 
O<.O<<.t2, 
0 ~< 0 ~< g - (tl + 1 )+ - (t2 + 1)+, 
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~o = q~i -- 1 -- s, ~1 = k - r - s - (q~i - s)+ - (q~j - s)+, ~2 -= q~j - 1 - s. 
By (6), the following lemma can be directly obtained. 
Lemma 7. For an edge e~,j E E, in the case k >~ r - 1 + (& + qgj the variants o f  po lynomia l  qg, j o f  
degree k - r can be divided into the fo l lowing three linearly independent parts: 
and 
{xij, a,b: O <. a + b <. q>~ -- l }, {xj,~,a,b: O <<. a + b <<. q~j - -1}  
~3s+" } 
~qi j ( (v i  + vj)/2): 0 ~< s ~< k - r, 0 ~< n ~< k - r - s - (q~i - s)+ - (q~j - s)+ , 
where Xio, a,b and xj, i,a,b are defined in (5). 
From now on we will consider Eq. (5). To write (5) in the matrix form, we denote 
X,,s = {£io . . . . .  o, Yi, m,b,s-l-b: l <<. j <~ ~i, l <<. m <~ r, O <<. a <~ s, O <~ b <<. s -1} ,  
Xi = {Xi, s: q~i<~s<<.k-r},  
x /= {X,,s: 0 - 1}, 
Yi,. = {xio, o,s-.: jE I i ,2 ,  0 <<.a <~s}, (7) 
= {Y,,s: 0 1}, 
f a s+" } 
li, j =~qi , j ( (V i  -[- Vj)/2): 0 ~< S ~< k - r, 0 ~< n ~< k - r - s - (q~/- s)+ - (~oj - s)+ , 
Z = {Zi, j: ei j  EE} ,  
where Y~,m,b,s-l-b will vanish when s = O. From (6) and Lemma 7, we know that xi, j,~,b is a linear 
combination of  the variants given in Lemma 7 when a + b ~> q~g, thus, after replacing {xi, j,a,b} by 
their combinations of  the variants given in Lemma 7, (5) can be rewritten as the following two 
parts when a + b/> ¢&: 
and 
Ai, sXi, s + Bi, sY,.,s = 0, 0 ~< s ~< ¢Pi - 1 (8) 
Ai, sXi, s Av 2 Ci,j, sYJ 27 2 Oi,j, sZi,J = O, (~9 i <~ s <~ k - r, (9) 
.jGli, 2U{i} jCli, 2 
where Ai, s,Bi, s, Ci, j,s, and D~o,s are the corresponding coefficient matrices, respectively. From (5) it 
is obvious that B~,s, C~o,~,Dgj,~ will vanish if vi is a global vertex, since in this case Ii,2 is an empty 
set. To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. For each s, 0 <<. s <<. k - r, the matr ix  Ai, s in (8) is of  fu l l  rank. 





a! (s - a)! 
Xi, j,a,s-a(X -- x i )a (Y  -- Yi)  s-a, 
Pi~m,s 
1 
~-" a! (s - a)! yi,,~,.,s-.(x - xi)"(y - yi) s-a. 
O<~a<<.s 
It follows from (4) and (5) that the following homogeneous equation: 
Ai, sSi, s =0 
is equivalent to 
C7 Z O~i~f m ~i,mj~i,j,s = __ Pi, m+ 1,s-1 (Y -- Yi ) + Pi, m,s-I (X -- X i ), 
j=l  
(lO) 
where Pi, o,s-i = Pi, r+l,s-I :~ O. According to (1) and (2), (11) is equivalent to 
Proof  o f  
t t  
Z Cli.j, slirj = 0. (12) 
j=l 
Obviously, qi,j,s is the homogeneous polynomial of degree s of ~;,j. From [7], we know the dimension 
of the solution space of (12) is ((s + 1)¢i - r - s - 1)+, since any two slopes of ei, b , 1 <<.j <<. ~i, are 
different. Noting that A~,s is an (r + 1 )(s + 1 ) x (¢i(s + 1 ) + rs) matrix and that the dimensions of 
(10) and (12) are the same, thus Lemma 8 is proved. [] 
Theorem 5. We rewrite (8) and (9) as 
=0,  (13) 
where A I = (diag (Ai, o . . . .  ,Ai,~p~-i ), diag (Bi,0,... ,Bi,¢,-I )) and Y/= (X,. 'T, y/T)T and 
00 
AiXi + ~ C, jY j  + D~Z=O, (14) 
j=l  
respectively, where Ai = diag(Ai, e,,... ,Ai, k_r), moreover, Ci,j and Di are the corresponding coefficient 
matrices. From Lemma 4, Ai is of full rank. Noting that Ai, s is an (r + 1)(s + 1) × (~i(s + 1) + rs) 
matrix, the number of the columns of A~,s is greater than or equal to the number of its rows when 
s >~ tpi, and so is A~. According to (13) and (14), (5) is equivalent to 
o 
where A = diag (A1,... ,Aoo ), At = diag (WI, . . . ,  A'oo), D = (D T, . . .  , D~ o)v, 
(X? , .  x ,T )  T, 
• • , 0o 
(15) 
C = (Ci, y)Oo × Oo, and X = 
E 'T~T Noting that A is of full rank and the number of its columns y = (y(T,.. . ,  OoJ"
O<.m<~r, (11) 
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is greater than or equal to its 
d imker (o  D0 A'C) 
rows, we have 
= dim kerA + dimkerA' + [Z[ 
Oo Oo 
= ~ dim kerAi + ~ dim kerA~ + IZ[ 
i=0 i=0 
0o k - r  00 
= ~ ~ dimkerAi ,  s + y~ dim kerA; + [Z[, (16) 
i=0 s=rpi i=0 
where [Z[ is the number of variants in Z. From Lemma 8, 
dimkerAi ,  s=(s+l ) (~ i -  1) - r ,  qg i~s<<.k - r .  (17) 
If vi is a global vertex, Y,,s, 0 ~ s ~< k - r, are empty sets. According to Lemma 8 and (8), we have 
dim kerA~,, = 0, 0 ~ S ~ ~0 i - -  1. 
Therefore, in this case, 
~Pi-- 1 
dim kerX~ = ~ dim kerX/,~ = O. (18) 
s=0 
I f  vi is a local vertex, similar to (12), (13) is equivalent to 
0; ,A ,  + ~ q ; ,A ,  = o, 
j= l  jCli.2 
where qi*4 and qi*,j are polynomials of degree ~< cpi - 1. Obviously, the above equation is the con- 
formality conditions at v~ about the cell with edges ei, zj,1 ~j<<. {~, and eij , jEI~,2. It follows from 
[7] that 
dim ker A~ = e~rt(cp, - 1 ) + ~ (sgi - s - r)+, (19) 
s=l 
where & and e~ are defined in the first section. From the definition of Zi4, it is not difficult to derive 
Izi,A =n(k - r) - q(q~;- 1) - rl(q~ j - 1). (20) 
According to (16)-(20), the dimension of solution space of (5), i.e., dimS2, is 
d im& = ~ (q(k - r )  - q(q~, - 1) - ~/(~pj - 1)) 
ei, jCE 
oo(   r+l ) 
+ ~ (~gi - ~ - r)+ + 4~(~o, - 1) + ~ (~¢, - ~ - r )  . 
i=l \ s= l  s=~oi4-I 
This yields the dimension of S~-1(A)  and proves Theorem 5. [] 
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